Multifunctional fluidics solutions

Fluidics regulation
made easy:
compact, modular
and reliable

Multifunctional fluidics solutions
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/ Fluidic control modular and space-saving / Whether you use
gases for product transport or liquids for cleaning: It’s all about
the precise control. For this purpose is it necessary to be able
to collect, mix, distribute or feed the media according to
demand. Valve units developed by Bürkert simplify this fluidic
challenge. Thanks to their modular structure, they meet your
requirements individually and require around one third less
space than conventional solutions.

Manufacturer of cleaning and filling equipment for the
beverage industr y
The construction of plants for machine cleaning as well as
for bottling of beverages poses several challenges at once.
Among other things, you must ensure residue-free cleaning.
To do this, we suppor t you with space-saving components.

Manufacturers of pharmaceutical plants
As a manufacturer of pharmaceutical grinding machines
and their infrastructure, hygiene and the quality of the
end products are top priority for you. At the same time,
fluidic control must be implemented in increasingly
limited spaces. Learn here how you can save effor t
and time with Bürker t.

Filling and cleaning systems - a challenge
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/ Fluidics solutions for efficient systems / In bottling plants
and with KEGs, perfect cleaning is essential. For this purpose,
it is necessary to mix, distribute or collect cleaning media
precisely and in the right amount.
The construction of the corresponding units not only demands
engineering, it also takes up valuable space in your system.
In order to relieve you in both points, Bürkert offers compact
and ready-to-install solutions - specially adapted to your needs.
The welded systems are leak-free, which increases production
efficiency and avoids downtime.

Filling and cleaning systems - a challenge

/ Prone to leakage and maintenance-intensive / Water, chemicals
or even CO 2 are used to clean filling systems or KEG containers.
It is therefore important to select materials and seals that are
compatible with the cleaning media when planning the cleaning
units. Otherwise, leaks and thus expensive production losses are
inevitable. The engineering, the procurement of the individual
components, their installation as well as the upstream and
downstream tests cause additional effort. Overall, the burden
for you as a system manufacturer is great - logistically, in terms
of time and financially.
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Frequent leaks
In individually mounted manifold systems, alkalis and
frequent temperature changes can lead to leaks at the
inter faces. The result: Corrosion and contact faults on
pressure sensors. Until the corresponding sensor is
replaced, the entire production process is impaired.

Complex cleaning
The small-scale piping of the single system makes cleaning
difficult. A complex geometr y with nested tubes and dead
spaces makes it impossible to clean the unit as one piece.

Conventional piping

Many sealing points

Costly and complex piping
The piping effor t for the cleaning units is high. This takes
up enormous resources not only in the planning phase,
but especially in the construction of the plant: In many small
steps, all components must be connected to each other.

Cleaning process

Required fluidics know-how
The planning of the entire system is complex. It ties up
resources and requires a great deal of internal know-how
in terms of fluidics exper tise. The high effor t extends the
engineering phase and thus the time-to-market.

Filling and cleaning systems - added value
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/ Chemical-resistant and approval-compliant / No matter whether
you clean or fill, the media must be distributed, collected, mixed
and be fed. The modular system of the type 8840 takes care of
these tasks reliably. It is chemically resistant and has the
approvals for the food industry. Its hygienic design with minimal
dead spaces make it easy to clean. We adapt the DNs flexibly
depending on the volumes used. To avoid dangerous pressure
surges, the valve clusters have the flow direction below the seat.
Intelligent control heads in the drives allow simple, decentralised
automation.

Compact and modular
The process valve manifolds leave room for individual
designs thanks to the modular design. Here the system
always remains compact and requires around one third
less space than conventional solutions.

Customised configuration
No matter whether you want to distribute, collect,
mix or feed: We configure the valve platform to meet
your requirements.

Service-friendly and easy to assemble
Leakage-free
No screw connection, no drips: Welded, leak-free valve
connections ensure cleanliness and safety. So you can
simply forget about leakages and associated plant
shutdowns.

The individual fluidics platform eliminates any effor t
for piping and connection between the valves. If single
components need to be replaced, this is done in no
time thanks to the ser vice-friendly design.

Reproducible processes
Reliable and durable
The valve technology is so robust and insensitive
to kickbacks that your system runs trouble-free and
with maximum availability.

You can independently control all valves. In addition,
the ready-to-install distribution system can be
automated - an impor tant step towards reliable
and reproducible processes.

Filling and cleaning systems - solution
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/ Modular and space-saving platform / Wouldn't it be convenient to
use a ready-to-install fluidic solution to handle all cleaning tasks?
This is exactly what the type 8840 modular valve platform can do.
Plug-and-play makes it easy to integrate into your system. There,
the valve platform reliably mixes and distributes the required
cleaning liquids. It enables a monitoring of the process with the
help of individually usable sensors, such as for example flow,
pressure, temperature or also analysis sensors. You can easily
integrate the intelligent unit into your existing communication
infrastructure. In this way, it provides and stores all necessary
data. Due to the pre-welded and tested systems, leakages are
excluded and thus have no negative influence on the process.

Modularity that leaves
all options open

•
•
•
•

No fittings
No piping
No leakage
S maller installation space

Filling and cleaning systems - solution
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/ One system, countless possibilities / At Bürkert, you determine
the result: No matter how many media you want to mix, distribute
or feed to individual consumers - thanks to countless configuration
options, we adapt the system. The drive is also based on your
requirements. On request, we can expand the valve platform to
include control valves, sensor technology, specific pipe routing or
other accessories. You will receive the finished system pre-welded
and tested. Like a standard solution, you integrate it directly into
your plant.
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Example
calculation

System instead of standstill: Individually mounted, not pre-welded distribution systems are susceptible
for leakage. In connection with aggressive cleaning chemicals, this often leads to damage at the installed
sensors. If a sensor or treatment head* fails, the system comes to a standstill: You can neither clean nor
fill. With a plant capacity of 20 KEGs per hour, the economic damage amounts to 3000 litres of beer that
cannot be bottled after a downtime of three hours.

Bürkert type 8840

Conventional fluidic distribution

60 KEGs

60 KEGs

were not cleaned
in 3 hours

Manual

were cleaned
in 3 hours

ELEMENT

Pneumatic Classic
Plastic Type 2012

Pneumatic Classic
stainless steel
type 2012

CL ASSIC

The pre-welded
distribution system works

Electrician
arrives in 3 hours

Pneumatic element
type 2100

Electromotive

reliably and
without leaks

If a sensor fails
due to leakage damage
during the night shift:

STAINLESS STEEL

3000 l of beer
are not bottled

3000 litres of beer
are bottled

- if 60 KEGs are not cleaned

- if 60 KEGs are cleaned

* Treatment heads allow either cleaning and filling or only cleaning or only filling. In the calculation
example we assume permanent cleaning and filling on one treatment head.

Pharmaceutical grinding plants
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/ Modular fluidics for perfect results / When manufacturing
pharmaceuticals, your system is stipulated step by step:
It grinds and mixes granulates, conveys products and has to be
cleaned without residue after the manufacturing process - of
course under hygienic conditions to avoid cross-contamination.
For perfect product quality, it is important to perfectly regulate
the gases used, their flow rates and pressures in all these
steps. The modular system based on type 8840 takes on this
task, precisely tailored to your system. Incidentally, the system
is not only compact and space-saving, but it can also be easily
integrated and works efficiently.

Pharmaceutical grinding plants - The challenge
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/ Clean without residue, prevent cross-contamination / Grinding
machines reduce granulates to small grain size, down to powder.
The safe pneumatic conveying of the product is just as important
as the proper cleaning of the plant here, as cross-contamination
caused by inadequate cleaning may falsify the end product and
cause incorrect batches. When conveying, the gases must
therefore be optimally distributed with corresponding volume flows
and pressures. It is just as important to control the process gases
perfectly so that residues are completely removed.
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Large amount of effort for procurement and engineering
The amount of effor t for optimal fluidics is high and
extensive. It ranges from engineering through selection
and purchase to the assembly of the components.
Finally, you must check the components and their
interaction in the entire system.

Time-consuming assembly
Conventional piping made up of many single components
is complex to assemble. The numerous fittings and sealing
points leave the designers little room for efficient
construction and make the system error-prone in operation.

Control cabinet

Grinding plant

Filter
separator

Silo
Por tioning
device

Cyclone
separator

Powder

Outgoing goods

Complex fluidics with high space requirements
Production systems for the pharmaceutical industr y
are usually designed in a complex manner. They consist
of many components, which is associated with space
requirements and a relatively high susceptibility to errors.
Their complex fluidics not only require a great deal of
know-how, but also a lot of space in the control cabinet.

Missing automation
Production plants are still operated manually to some
extent. However, manual gas control is not reproducible,
is unsafe and inefficient.

Pharmaceutical grinding plants - added value
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/ Cleaning and conveying with an automated system / In your
grinding and crushing machines, tasks as diverse as pneumatic
conveying, inerting, preservation and rinsing as well as the
distribution of cleaning liquids must be completed. All of this can
be done by a compact unit: the modular Bürkert platform type
8840. Depending on the requirements, pressure controllers and
control valves can be combined with each other in order to
manage process gases with different volume flows and pressures
as needed and automatically. Another argument for the spacesaving solution: The welded system guarantees residue-free
cleaning of your system, even when using liquids.

Compact design

Leakage-free welded

With its modular design, the valve platform leaves
room for individual design. At the same time, it saves
around a third of the space compared to conventional
solutions.

The fluidic unit is completely welded: No inter faces
means no leaks. This protects your components,
avoids costly and time-consuming maintenance work
and ensures the reliable operation of your system.

Minimum dead volume

Modularly adapted

The compact design and the positioning of the valve
cluster close to the process make additional piping
super fluous. For you this means: Dead space and
thus susceptibility to errors decrease.

Depending on what your cleaning concept looks like
or how many consumers your system is to ser ve - we
adapt the modular fluidic system exactly to your
requirements. The advantage for you is clear: little
installation space for a tailor-made and holistic solution
in a modular style.

Bürkert solution

Cost-saving complete solution
Simple installation and maintenance
The laborious process of selecting, procuring and
configuring individual components does not have to be:
Benefit from our fluidics exper tise and thus from a time
and cost-saving complete solution.

You can use the system configured for you in your
system via plug-and-play. If maintenance is due,
you can quickly replace components without opening
the piping.

Pharmaceutical grinding plants - solution
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/ Compact and diverse / Regardless of whether you use process
gases such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen to distribute media or
aim for 100% cleaning without process residues: We adapt the
compact and extremely space-saving fluidic units individually to
your work processes. Incidentally, the materials used for the
system components are chemically resistant and conform to
ATEX guidelines and pharmaceutical standards.
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The space-saving systems convince
with a long service life as well as easy
maintenance, diagnostics and
troubleshooting.

Type 8840 for distributing process gases
in size reduction and grinding plants

Distributing: Star ting from a supply
inlet, the valve cluster distributes
the process gas in combination
with pressure regulators and control
valves to various points in the
grinding plant

The valve cluster takes over the
pneumatic pressure and vacuum
conveyance, iner ting, preser vation,
flushing and much more.

•
•
•
•

No fittings
No piping
No leakage
Smaller installation space

Pharmaceutical grinding plants - solution
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/ Individual fluidic control for your plants / With our many years
of experience, the modular platform and a broad portfolio of
standard products, we can implement exactly the system you
need, for example, to precisely distribute gases using pressure
and flow control. Even if the welded unit is to take on a large
number of tasks for you, it always remains compact. This has clear
advantages: You receive a tailor-made complete solution and
require less installation space.
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Example
calculation

Compact and reliable: Conventional fluidic systems often take up a lot of space and thus increase the
space requirements of the entire system. In addition, the complex piping often leads to leaks. At Bürker t,
we develop fluidic solutions that work safely in the smallest of spaces. You can see what this can look like
here using the example.

Conventional fluidic system

Bürkert valve platform
314

219

403
367

Basic system

Optional
components

Subsystems
Customised complete system
416

1042

132,000 cm³

33,500 cm³

75%

Conclusion: up to
less space required
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